
The CCDs (image sensors) used in CCTV cameras are much more sensitive to 
natural light than the human eye. As well as picking up visible light the CCD 
also picks up IR that the human eye can not see.

This extra IR light results in strange colour reproduction. Colours may not 
display correctly or appear washed out. This is most noticeable in greens which 
can appear silver. To combat this a lot of cameras have IR cut off filters fitted 
as standard to block unwanted IR light from reaching the CCD.

Whilst this produces far better images during the day, it can harm images 
captured at night or in low light environments. The IR light needed to produce 
an image in these situations is blocked by the IR filter resulting in dark, maybe 
even useless footage being captured.

For this reason mechanical IR cut filters were developed. Mechanical IR cut 
filters have a small motor attached which automatically removes the IR filter in 
low light conditions.

Mechanical IR filters give you the best of both worlds producing optimum image 
quality in all light conditions. The IR filter is in place during the day to block 
out unwanted IR light. Then at night when the camera senses light levels have 
dropped below a certain level, the IR filter is automatically removed allowing 
vital IR light to reach the CCD.

Cameras fitted with a mechanical IR filter are usually advertised as true day 
night cameras.

Day Night

All our ‘True’ day night cameras are fitted with mechanical IR cut filters
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How to

FIT CCTV 316
Tip No:

This CCTV installation tip is aimed at helping you to install CCTV equipment. If you are looking for answers on “how to fit CCTV” or perhaps “how to network a DVR or 
NVR” or even “how to get CCTV on your mobile phone” why not check out our full range of CCTV installation tips at: www.systemq.com
How to guides aim to answer commonly asked questions in a concise and informative manner. They are for advice & guidance only and do not replace any of the manuals or other literature supplied with our products.

Question:  What are mechanical IR filters in CCTV cameras 
and how do they work?
Answer: As well as picking up visible light, cameras also pick up IR that the human eye can not see. The 
extra IR light can produce strange colours. IR filters automatically remove this in low light conditions.
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